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Extra Video Creator is the most able and fast video joiner and video converter software
available. It joins and converts video from AVI, MPEG, MOV, RM and WMV formats into AVI,
DIVX, XVID, MPEG, MOV, RM, RMVB or WMV video format.

Extra Video Creator lets you edit, join, and convert videos. Ideal for video production
beginners. It is simple and easy, practical and functional -- an ideal public-use video editing
program. Use Extra Video Creator to edit your own home videos and upload them to a
YouTube site.

Key features

Edit, join, and convert video from AVI, MPEG, MOV, WMV and RM to AVI, with all
encoded formats such as DIVX, XVID, Mircosoft MPEG-4, etc.

Edit, join, and convert video from AVI, MPEG, MOV, WMV and RM to MPEG, with all
encoded formats such as VCD PAL/NTSC, SVCD PAL/NTSC, DVD PAL/NTSC,
MPEG-1 standard, MPEG-2 standard, etc.

Edit, join, and convert video from AVI, MPEG, MOV, WMV and RM to WMV, with all
encoded formats such as Windows media video for Dial-up modems / LAN / Cable
modems / Broadband, etc.

Edit, join, and convert video from AVI, MPEG, MOV, WMV and RM to MOV, with all
encode d formats such as H261 / H262 / H263 / MPEG-4, etc.

Edit, join, and convert video from AVI, MPEG, MOV, WMV and RM to RM file, with all
encoded formats such as 150k LAN / 256k DSL or Cable / 16K substream for 28k Dial-
up .

You can see the ripping progress in a preview window.

As if that isn’t enough, Extra Video Creator also allows you to specifies start and end
position to join, and will even let you choose to have your computer automatically shut
down after lengthy batch conversions.

system   requirements

Os_support : WinXP,Windows2003,Win98,WinME
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